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Abstract
In fast growing up electromagnetic community antenna arrays plays very cru-
cial role.In Modern era antenna arrays are used for long distance communica-
tion.In wireless application,antenna array requires high directivity, low side
lobe level and half power beam width.In this work an attempt is made to
introduce a antenna array with a con-formal geometry i.e.Triangular Prism.
Triangular prism antenna array is giving significantly solution according to
desired constraint. Using TPA it is showing improvements in SLL, HPBW
and directivity.To aid the introduced geometry in order to produce a precon-
ceived radiation pattern, evolutionary algorithm inspired from the pollination
method is introduced. The triangular prism, whose controlling factor opti-
mized by the flower pollination algorithm, steers for a beam pattern having
side lobe level, half power beam width, and directivity. For realistic visual-
ization of TPA radiation pattern using CST studio.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
In global world long distance communication is needed. For long distance
communication more directive antenna is needed which is radiating in de-
sired direction. It happens that a single antenna elements can not fulfill the
requirement. To overcome antenna array is required.Antenna array is vector
additive pattern of each antenna elements radiation pattern.Antenna array
importance and usage is vividly applied to radar, 3-G wireless communica-
tion,radio,satellite communication and many more where more directive gain
is needed.
Antenna arrays geometry like linear and circular are also widely uses but
they are also not that much efficient. And in wireless communication use of
power is very important. Because in wireless communication more power has
to be co-centered in desired direction. For an efficient transmission conformal
antenna are used. One of the conformal shape antenna array is triangular
prism antenna array.
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1.2 Literature review
For long distance communication in this work Triangular prism antenna ar-
ray is used.Further for synthesis of TPA done. For the formulation of array
factor of TPA basic idea of Linear antenna array (LAA)and Planar antenna
array(PAA) is needed [1, 2].The TPA shape having a unique shape that can
be used to pushing forward of beam [5].Analysing of pattern of TPA it came
out that it is giving six main lobe.[3, 4] After observation of TPA pattern
desired pattern is design.To achieve the desired pattern evolutionary algo-
rithm is used.So many algorithms are existing literature. Particle swarm op-
timization, Firefly optimization, Genetic algorithm,Invasive Weed Optimiza-
tion(IWO),Tabu search method and Flower pollination method (FPA)are
evolutionary algorithms [6, 7, 8] . Nature inspired pollination algorithm con-
fines a better place in the electromagnetic optimization.[9, 10] Flower Pol-
lination Algorithm (FPA) was developed by Xin-She Yang, Mehmet Kara-
manoglu and Xingshi He in 2013 [11] [12].Flower pollination algorithm is fol-
lowing levy flight [13].For realistic environment development, patch antenna
element study is taken up [14, 15].
1.3 Objectives
• The objective this thesis is to synthesize Triangular prism antenna array.
• To get a pencil beam using TPA for tracing two different point.
• To obtain the pencil beam apply FPA on TPA.
• For achieve good directivity, low side lobe level (SLL) and half power
beam width (HPBW), FPA is used with TPA.
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1.4 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows.
• In chapter 2 triangular prism antenna array is discussed with help of
linear and planar array.Formulation of TPA is explained in details.
• Chapter 3 gives the overview of the evolutionary algorithms for adapta-
tion proposed algorithms and modifications.
• Chapter 3 gives the overview of the Flower pollination algorithm. Fur-
ther antenna analogy is discussed.
• In Chapter 4 simulation of Linear, Planar and Triangular prism antenna
array is done using FPA. Comparison of each other is discussed. Further
validation of algorithms is done with PSO[16].Validation of CST result
with MATLAB results.
• In Chapter 5 conclusions of the work done and future scope discussed.
Chapter 2
TRIANGULAR PRISM ANTENNA
ARRAY
2.1 TRIANGULAR PRISM ANTENNA ARRAY
A triangular prism antenna array (TPA) is type of polygon which have a
three faces. A TPA can be fabricate using three planar antenna array.Each
plan are tilted by 600 to each other. The Basic of a TPA is linear antenna
array and followed by planar antenna array. So for formulation of array factor
of TPA formulation of basic antenna array is needed.
2.1.1 LINEAR ANTENNA ARRAY
Linear antenna array is linear arrangement antenna elements.For array fac-
tor calculation it is considered calculation is done for far field, mutual cou-
pling is neglected and isotropic point source antenna elements is consid-
ered.Considered that M number of antenna elements are considered which
are uniformly placed along Z -axis.[1][2] The uniform distance between two
antenna elements is d. From the Fig.2.1 the array factor of linear antenna
array is shown bellow.
AFlinear = [A][Jz] (2.1)
The total field for far field calculation is multiplication of the field of a single
4
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Figure 2.1: Far-field geometry of M-element array along the Z -axis.
element, at a selected reference point , and the array factor of that linear
array. Here
A =
[
expj(kdcosθ+β) expj2(kdcosθ+β) ...expjM(kdcosθ+β)
]
(2.2)
Element excitation function is
[Jz] =


I1exp
jψ1
I2exp
jψ2
I3exp
jψ3
IMexp
jψM

 (2.3)
Here
M=Number of antenna element
A=Phase factor due to differences in distance along Z-direction
I=Complex Current Excitation
β=progressive phase lead
If the spacing between two adjacent antenna element is different than phase
vector matrix is given as below:
A =
[
expj(kd1cosθ+β1) expj(k(d1+d2)cosθ+β2) ...expj(k(d1+...dm)cosθ+βm)
]
(2.4)
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2.1.2 PLANAR ANTENNA ARRAY
A plane antenna array is combination linear antenna array which is linearly
placed.In planar array the elements are placed in two dimension. Let’s con-
sidered that array is placed in Y-Z plan. Considered that calculation is done
for far field, mutual coupling is neglected and isotropic point source is used.
[1] The array factor of linear antenna array placed in y direction where N
y
x
z
Observation point
p(r,,)
r
φ
θ
d1
d1
d2
d2
dm
dm
Figure 2.2: Planar antenna array
number of antenna elements are placed is given by :
AFlinear = [Jy][B]
T (2.5)
B =
[
expj(kd1sinθsinφ+β1) expjk(d1+d2)sinθsinφ+β2) ...expj(k(d1+...dN )sinθsinφ+βn)
]
(2.6)
[Jy] =
[
I1exp
jψ1 I2exp
jψ2 ...INexp
jψN
]
(2.7)
The array factor of of planar array can be formulate using Eq.2.1 and 2.5
AFplanar = [A][Jz][Jy][B]
T (2.8)
Further reduced form of array factor is
AFplanar = [A][J ][B]
T (2.9)
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The excitation of planar antenna elements is given by
J = [Jz][Jy] =


I1,1exp
jψ1,1 I1,2exp
jψ1,2 ...I1,Nexp
jψ1,N
I2,1exp
jψ2,1 I2,2exp
jψ2,2 ...I2,Nexp
jψ2,N
I3,1exp
jψ3,1 I3,2exp
jψ3,2 ...I2,Nexp
jψ3,N
IM,1exp
jψM,1 IM,2exp
jψM,2 ...IM,Nexp
jψM,N

 (2.10)
Here
M=Number of element in Z direction
N=Number of element in Y direction
A=Phase factor due to differences in distance along Z-direction
B=Phase factor due to differences in distance along Y-direction
I=Complex Current Excitation
β=progressive phase lead
dn, dm=Spacing between two elements along Y-direction and Z-direction re-
spectively
ψn,m=Phase of each excitation
2.1.3 Basic Property of Antenna Array
The basic property of antenna array used in this section is shifting and rota-
tion.
Shifting
If any antenna which having array factor AF is shifting along any P −
direction by distance ‘d′.The array factor of shifted antenna array is given
as:
AFs = e
jkP ∗d ∗AF (2.11)
Rotation
[h] If any linear antenna array is placed along X-axis then array factor is
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d
y
x
Figure 2.3: Shifted Antenna Array
x
y
φ
0
Figure 2.4: Rotation in Linear Antenna Array
given as Eq. 2.12
AFr =
N−1∑
n=0
Ine
jn(kdsinθ.cosφ+β) (2.12)
If this antenna array is rotate at angle φ0 with respect to x-axis in azimuthal
plane as shown in Fig. 2.4 then
cosγ = (âx.cosφ0+âx.sinφ0). (̂ax.sinθ.cosφ+ây.sinθ.cosφ+âz.cosθ) (2.13)
cosγ = cosφ0.sinθ.cosφ+ .sinφ0.sinθ.cosφ
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cosγ = sinθ.cos(φ− φ0) (2.14)
AFr =
N−1∑
n=0
Ine
jn(kdsinθ.cos(φ−φ0)+β) (2.15)
From Eq. 2.12 shows that antenna place along X-axis, array factor is function
of θ, φ. Further Eq. 2.15 if array is rotated by angle φ0 towards Y-direction
then array factor of rotated array is
AFr = AFx(θ, (φ− φ0)) (2.16)
Similarly if array factor in Y-direction is represented as AFy(θ, φ) and array
is rotated with angle δ0 towards X-direction then array factor of rotated array
is given as
AFr = AFy(θ, (φ+ δ0)) (2.17)
2.1.4 Triangular Prism Array
A triangular prism is combined structure of three planer. Each plane is tilted
to each other by 600 . This shape can be used for design antenna array.
Instead of any other antenna array like linear or planer array, Triangular
Prism antenna array is a class of Prism array i.e. applicable for different
application.[5]
Figure 2.5: Geometric view Triangular Prism
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z
x
‐y
1
2
3
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p(r,θ,)
r
θ
‐

120
060
0
Figure 2.6: Far-field observation of Triangular Prism Array
Far-field calculation for Triangular Prism Antenna Array is done for Fig.
2.6 as shown above. Now for calculation of array factor for any TPA it is
considered that each plane have a same size (ex.2x2,3x3 ,3x4) for maintain
it’s symmetricity of shape.
The calculation of TPA array factor is done for each plane separately. Plane
d1
d2
y
-x
120
0
240
0
Figure 2.7: Shifting in Prism Antenna Array
1 is considered in Y-Z plane so array factor of plane 1 is same as planar
antenna array as calculated earlier so from Eq. 2.9
AF1 = [A1][J1][B1]
T (2.18)
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Further for plane 2 array factor is shifted and followed by rotated of plane 1.
Hence shifting of plane 1 is from Fig. 2.7 is Nd and rotation is 1200.
AF2 = [A2][J2][B2]
T (2.19)
Here Phase factor matrix in Z-direction [A2] remain constant in for each plane
because here plane is not showing any variation in elevation plane .But Phase
factor matrix in X-direction [B2] change due to rotation and shifting.using
Eq.2.11 and Eq.2.16 the phase vector matrix [B2]
[B2] = [B(θ, φ− 2π
3
)] ∗ expj(ksd1) (2.20)
ks = ky (2.21)
Similarly for plane 3 is also shifted by Nd and rotated by 2400
AF3 = [A3][J3][B3]
T (2.22)
Here
[B3] = [B(θ, φ− 4π
3
)] ∗ expj(ksd2) (2.23)
ks = −kxsin(π
3
) + kycos(
π
3
) (2.24)
The total array factor of triangular prism array is summation of array
factor of all plane.
AFTotal = AF1 + AF2 + AF3 (2.25)
AFTotal =
2∑
p=0
[Ap+1][Jp+1][Bp+1]
T (2.26)
Here Eq. 2.26 shows compact form of TPA array factor.
[Bp+1] = [B(θ, φ− 2πp
3
)] ∗ expj(ksdp) (2.27)
ks = −kxsin(π(p− 1)
3
) + kycos(
π(p− 1)
3
) (2.28)
Here from Fig.2.7 dp can be calculated.If d is the distance two between ele-
ments.Rotation is followed by shifting i.e 1200and 2400 for plane 2 and plane
3 respectively.
d0 = 0, d1 = Nd, d2 = Nd
Chapter 3
FLOWER POLLINATION ALGORITHM
Optimization of any system is needed every where, optimization cane be used
in either in business or daily life. Optimization of any system is needed to use
to optimum resource and to get maximum output. According to application
uses of optimization tool for efficient usage of power to get desired pattern
using TPA. In algorithm history mainly two approach is there first one is
traditional approach and another one is evolutionary method.In considera-
tion of traditional method some are Dolph-Tchebyscheff method,Schellkunoff
method,Binomial method,Fourier Transformmethod,Woodward Lawson method
like these. And in consideration of evolutionary method are mostly are na-
tured inspired technique.[10] Evolutionary method are randomise method.
Due to randomness now a days evolutionary method are mostly used. Evo-
lutionary are like Particle swarm optimization, Firefly optimization, Genetic
algorithm,Invasive Weed Optimization(IWO),Tabu search method, Flower
pollination method (FPA) and many more [6, 7, 8, 9, 17]. In this work dis-
cussed approach is FPA which is based of pollination of plants.
3.1 FLOWER POLLINATION ALGORITHM
Flower PollinationAlgorithm (FPA) was developed by Xin-She Yang, Mehmet
Karamanoglu and Xingshi He in 2013.[11, 12] It is a nature-inspired algorithm
12
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which is based on the characteristics of flowering plants. The primary work
of flower is reproduction via pollination. So the objective of the flower pol-
lination is the survival of fittest and the. Optimal reproduction of plants in
terms of numbers as well as the fittest. The main benchmarks for reproduc-
tion of plant are pollination, population and fitness of flower.
The reproduction of plant can be done via pollination. Flower pollination is
associated with transfer of pollen and that can we transfer by wind, diffusion
and pollinator such as insects, birds, bats and other animals. The pollination
can be done by mainly process i.e. abiotic and biotic pollination. The biotic
pollination mainly concerned that pollen is transfer by a pollinator such as
insects or animals, which is happened 90%. Pollinators, or sometimes called
pollen vectors, can be very diverse.Another pollination method is abiotic form
which does not require any pollinator. Wind and diffusion help for this type
of pollination.Flower constancy may have evolutionary advantages because
this will maximize the transfer of flower pollen to the same or specific plants,
and thus maximizing the reproduction of the same flower species. Such flower
constancy may be advantageous for pollinators as well, because they can be
sure that nectar supply is available with their limited memory and minimum
cost of learning.
Pollination can be achieved by self-pollination or cross pollination. Cross-
pollination, or allogamy, means pollination can occur from pollen of a flower
of a different plant, while self-pollination is the fertilization of one flower, such
as peach flowers, from pollen of the same flower or different flowers of the
same plant, which often occurs when there is no reliable pollinator available.
Biotic, cross-pollination may occur at long distance, and the pollinators such
as bees, bats, birds and flies can fly a long distance, thus they can considered
as the global pollination. For local pollination, abiotic and self-pollination
are considered.
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3.1.1 Basic steps of Flower pollination algorithm
1. Biotic and cross-pollination can be considered as a process of global pol-
lination process, and pollen-carrying pollinators move in a way which obeys
Levy flights.[13]
2. For local pollination, abiotic and self-pollination are used.
3. Pollinators such as insects can develop flower constancy, which is equiv-
alent to a reproduction probability that is proportional to the similarity of
two flowers involved.
4. The interaction or switching of local pollination and global pollination can
be controlled by a switch probability pε[0, 1], with a slight bias towards local
pollination.
Using rule 1 and flower consistency can be mathematically can be represented
as
xt+1i = x
t
i + γL(λ)(x
t
i − g∗) (3.1)
where xti is the pollinator solution vector xi at iteration t, and g∗ is the current
best solution found among all solutions at the current generation/iteration.
Here is a scaling factor which is controlling the step size. L(λ) is the param-
eter that corresponds to the strength of the pollination, which essentially is
also the step size.
Then, local pollination can be done using rule 2 and 3
xt+1i = x
t
i + ǫ(x
t
j − xtk) (3.2)
Here xtjand x
t
k are different flower of same plant and ǫ is varying between 0
to 1. For switching between global and local pollination rule 4 is followed
and p = 0.8 is more efficient for most application.
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Objective function minimum or maximum f(x) where x = (x1, x2, x3........., xd)
Initializing the population of n flower/pollen gametes with a random solutions
Find the best solution b∗ from initial population
Define switching probability P ∈ [0, 1]
Define a fixed number of generation or iteration for stopping the process
while(t < M Maximum Generation)
for i=1:N
if rand < P ,(Global pollination)
Draw a (d-dimensional)step vector L which obeys Levy distribution
Global pollination via xt+1i = x
t
i + L(b∗ − xti)
else(Local Pollination)
Draw ∈ from a uniform distribution in [0, 1]
Now local pollination via xt+1i = x
t
i+ ∈ (xtj − xtk)
end if
Calculate new solution
If new solution is better, then update it in population
end for
Find current best solution b∗
end while
Best solution found
Table 3.1: FPA PSEUDO Code
Parameter Description
P Switching probability
N Population (50or100)
M Maximum Generation/iteration
∈ Uniform distribution (0to1)
L Step vector
rand Random Variable
b∗ Variable solution
xti Solution vector at t iteration
xtj and x
t
k Same plant species
Table 3.2: FPA Parameter description
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Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of Flower Algorithm
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FPA Analogy
Aim=Optimal reproduction of plant Aim=Optimize the objective function
Pollen/flower Antenna Excitations
Population (N) Number of Solution (N)
Generation Iteration
while(t < M Maximum Generation) while(t < M Iteration)
for i=1:N for i=1:N
if rand < P ,(Global pollination) if rand < P ,(Global Solution)
Global pollination via insects and animals. Global solution via step size.
else(Local Pollination) else(Local Solution)
Local pollination via self pollination Local solution via update of each solution
end if textbfend if
Find new pollen Calculate new among all solution
If new pollen is found, then update it in population If new solution is find, then update it in solution
end for end for
Find current best pollen Find current best solution
end while end while
Best pollen found after all generation Best solution found iteration
Table 3.3: FPA Analogy with Antenna
Chapter 4
SIMULATION OF TRIANGULAR
PRISM ANTENNA ARRAY USING FPA
4.1 Desired
The Triangular Prism Array is con-formal shape array.Fig. 4.2 is polar plot
for 75 (5x5) antenna elements. For observation point of view it is done for
uniform excitation an same as uniform spacing. Simulation result from Fig.
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Figure 4.1: Uniform excited rectangular plot for 75 antenna for TPA
4.2 and 4.1 shows that array is radiating in azimuthal plane and it’s main
beam is coming at 00 600 ,1200,1800, 2400 and 3000. Hence TPA is giving six
main beam in given direction. so it can be use to trace any two point using
evolutionary technique. So it is considered that tracing point is 00 an 1800.
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Figure 4.2: Uniform excited polar plot for 75 antenna for TPA
In 4.3 and 4.4 rectangular and polar plot of desired pattern is shown.The
main lobe is at 00,1800 and SLL is taken as -20 dB and HPBW is 40 with rip-
ple. The aim of the optimization is to get closer to desired pattern.If function
of desired pattern is fd and optimized pattern is fo then difference between
optimized function and desired function f=fo − fd should be equal or tends
to zero.
Ripple is high frequency noise which is showing reverse effect on antenna
array radiation pattern.To get realistic phenomena in this desired, noise is
already considered.In this desired considered noise is sinusoidal which having
magnitude peak to peak is 1dB. Hence fitness function is given as
f1ǫ{−20 − 20}and{1780 − 1820} = 0dB
f2ǫ{20 − 1780}and{1820 − 3580} = −20dB
Fd = f1 + f2
fMLLǫ{−20 − 20}and{1780 − 1820}
fSLLǫ{20 − 1780}and{1820 − 3580}
Fobjective = min(α1∗max(|fSLL|)+α2∗mean(|fMLL|)+α3∗mean(|f |)) (4.1)
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Here α1 = 0.2,α2 = 0.90 andα3 = 0.20
The value of α1, α2 and α3 got by trail and error method.
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Figure 4.3: Desired Plot in Rectangular co-ordinates
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Figure 4.4: Desired plot in polar (dB)
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4.2 Algorithm Setup
Parameter Description
P = 0.8 Switching probability
N = 40 Population
M = 1000 Maximum Generation/iteration
5 Best Runs
MATLAB2012b Simulator
Table 4.1: Parameter setup
Array factor of triangular prism antenna array is a function of various
parameters i.e
AFTotal = f(N,M, d, θ, φ, Jn, β) (4.2)
Above equation shows that array factor is function of number of elements,
spacing between two elements, elevation angle,azimuthal angle,current exci-
tation and phase factor β. So optimization of TPA can be done for a certain
desired varying these parameters.
The optimization is done for in three way.
1.Amplitude Excitation optimization
2.Complex Amplitude Excitation optimization
3.Relative Distance Optimization
For simulation the following limitation is considered.
Consideration
1.Mutual coupling is neglected
2.Far-field calculation is done
3.Isotropic antenna element is considered
1.Amplitude Excitation optimization
As earlier discus array factor of TPA is depend on various parameters. Ampli-
tude excitation is also one parameter by varying optimization can be done.For
amplitude excitation optimization all other parameter are constants.For sim-
ulation purpose a Spacing between two adjacent antenna elements is fixed
i.e.λ/2.And other consideration is considered i.e. discussed above.
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2.Complex Amplitude Excitation optimization
Complex amplitude excitation have its amplitude and phase. So it can be
written as complex form i.e.
J = Jreal + iJimaginary
In this case complex excitation J is optimized by FPA, keeping other pa-
rameters fixed. In this case also simulation purpose for all simulation is
following all consideration. Again spacing between two antenna elements is
fixed i.e.λ/2
3.Relative Distance Optimization
Optimization can be done varying relative spacing between two antenna el-
ements.In TPA relative distance can be optimized in two direction either
horizontally or vertically.[18] It can be optimized in both direction also. The
advantage of relative distance optimization is to reduce the antenna array
size. If the total array size is fixed than varying relative space desired goal
can be achieved.To achieved desired goal maximum spacing limit is λ/2. So
it cannot be exceed the limit.
4.3 Design Experiment 1: Linear Antenna Array
4.3.1 Amplitude Excitation optimization
Simulation I and Simulation II is done for 8 and 15 antenna elements respec-
tively. Fig. 4.5 is showing simulation result using flower pollination method
varying parameter amplitude excitation. Fig. 4.5b showing that SLL is closed
to desired using amplitude excitation optimization.
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Figure 4.5: Simulation result of LAA for (8,15 antenna) Amp Excitation
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4.3.2 Complex Amplitude Excitation optimization
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Figure 4.6: Simulation result of LAA for (8,15 antenna) Complex Excitation
Simulation I and Simulation II is done for 8 and 15 antenna elements
respectively varying complex amplitude excitation . Fig. 4.6 is showing sim-
ulation result using flower pollination method varying parameter amplitude
excitation. Fig. 4.6b showing better HPBW showing that SLL is closed
to desired using FPA tools varying complex amplitude excitation parame-
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ter.Further Fig. 4.6f is showing convergence of flower pollination method.
4.3.3 Relative Distance optimization
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Figure 4.7: Simulation result of LAA for (8,15 antenna) Relative Distance
Simulation I and Simulation II is done for 8 and 15 antenna elements
respectively varying complex amplitude excitation . Fig. 4.7 is showing sim-
ulation result using flower pollination method varying parameter relative dis-
tance. Fig. 4.7b and 4.7d showing better HPBW showing that SLL is closed
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to desired but SLL is more in case of relative distance optimization.Further
Fig. 4.7e and 4.7f is showing convergence of flower pollination method for
antenna element 8 and 15 respectively.
4.3.4 Statistical Results
El DIR HPBW SIDE LOBE
em (DB) (DEGREE) LEVEL
ents (DB)
Amplitude Complex Distance Amplitude Complex Distance Amplitude Complex Distance
Excitation Amplitude Excitation Amplitude Excitation Amplitude
N=8 5.24 5.35 7.65 15.2 13.2 11.4 -17.86 -13.51 -15.73
N=15 7.55 7.91 9.85 7.2 6.8 10.8 -17.4 -14.53 -15.79
Table 4.2: Statistical Comparison for Linear antenna array
Table. 4.2 showing comparative statical result for all optimization using
FPA. Table portrait that Relative distance optimization is better working
for constraint HPBW and directivity. But constraint SLL is better in case
of amplitude excitation optimization. But all constraint are not upto that
mark.
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4.4 Design Experiment 2: Planar Antenna Array
In this simulation results are shown for Planar Antenna Array (PAA) for
various number of antenna elements.
4.4.1 Amplitude Excitation optimization
Simulation.I
Simulation I is done for 9 antenna elements. Here plane having 9(3x3)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.Fig. 4.8a shows radiation pattern of PAA for
9 antenna elements. Figure portrait Amplitude excitation is working to re-
ducing the SLL. It shows that SLL is −19.1dB which is closed to desired.
Further Fig. 4.8c is giving polar view of radiation pattern. The HPBW is
41.90 that is too high and too far from desired.Fig. 4.8e showing convergence
plot of flower pollination algorithms which is converging to 0.994. Using 9
antenna elements directivity achieved is 6.73dB.
Simulation.II
Simulation II is done for 9 antenna elements. Here plane having 25 (5x5)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.Fig. 4.8b shows radiation pattern of PAA for
25 antenna elements. Figure portrait Amplitude excitation is again working
to reducing the SLL. It shows that SLL is −19.5dB which is closed to desired.
Further Fig. 4.8d is giving polar view of radiation pattern. The HPBW is
24.40 which show that HPBW is reducing when number of antenna elements
is increased .Fig. 4.8f showing convergence plot of flower pollination algo-
rithms.Figure shows that algorithms is converging till 0.93.Using amplitude
excitation optimization for 25 antenna directivity is 8.93dB
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Figure 4.8: Simulation result of PAA for (9,25 antenna) Amp Excitation
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4.4.2 Complex Amplitude Excitation optimization
Simulation.I
Simulation I is done for 9 antenna elements. Here plane having 9(3x3)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.Fig. 4.9a shows radiation pattern of PAA for
9 antenna elements. Figure portrait Amplitude excitation is working to re-
ducing the SLL. It shows that SLL is −19.5dB which is closed to desired.
Further Fig. 4.9c is giving polar view of radiation pattern. HPBW is 41.20
that is too high and too far from desired.Fig. 4.9e showing convergence plot
of flower pollination algorithms which is converging to 0.995. Directivity
achieved after optimization is 6.7098dB
Simulation.II
Simulation II is done for 25 antenna elements. Here plane having 25 (5x5)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.Fig. 4.9b shows radiation pattern of PAA for 25
antenna elements. Figure portrait complex amplitude excitation is working
to reducing the SLL. Figure shows that SLL is −18.73dB which is closed to
desired. Further Fig. 4.9d is giving polar view of radiation pattern. HPBW
is 24.40 which show that HPBW is reducing when number of antenna ele-
ments is increased .Fig. 4.8f showing convergence plot of flower pollination
algorithms.Figure shows that algorithms is converging till 0.85.Directivity for
complex amplitude excitation for 25 antenna elements is 9.0191dB.
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Figure 4.9: Simulation result of PAA for (9,25 antenna) Comp Excitation
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4.4.3 Relative Distance Optimization
Simulation I is done for 9 antenna elements using relative distance optimiza-
tion. Here plane having 9(3x3)elements. Optimization is done by FPA.Fig.
4.10a shows radiation pattern of PAA for 9 antenna elements. Figure portrait
Amplitude excitation is working to reducing the SLL. It shows that SLL is
−11.31dB which is closed to desired. Further Fig. 4.10c is giving polar view
of radiation pattern. Here HPBW is 9.60 that is too high and too far from
desired.Fig. 4.10e showing convergence plot of flower pollination algorithms
which is converging to 0.5. Directivity achieved after optimization is 8.65dB.
Simulation.II
Simulation II is done for 25 antenna elements. Here plane having 25 (5x5)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.Fig. 4.10b shows radiation pattern of PAA for
25 antenna elements. Figure portrait Amplitude excitation is again working
to reducing the SLL. It shows that SLL is −13.81dB which is far to desired.
Further Fig. 4.10d is giving polar view of radiation pattern.The HPBW is
8.20 which show that HPBW is reducing when number of antenna elements
is increased .Fig. 4.10f showing convergence plot of flower pollination al-
gorithms.Figure shows that algorithms is converging till 0.55.Directivity for
complex amplitude excitation for 25 antenna elements is 12.75dB. So it can
be conclude that relative distance optimization SLL is increased.
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Figure 4.10: Simulation result of LAA for (9,25 antenna) Relative Distance
4.4.4 Statistical Results
Statistical result of planar antenna array show in Table.4.3. From here using
statistical result comparison can be done. Table. 4.3 Show that as the num-
ber of antenna elements is increasing Directivity and HPBW is improving or
it’s tends to desired for all optimization. But in case of SLL complex am-
plitude excitation is providing better SLL reduction among all optimization.
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El DIR HPBW SIDE LOBE
em (DB) (DEGREE) LEVEL
ents (DB)
In each Amplitude Complex Distance Amplitude Complex Distance Amplitude Complex Distance
plane Excitation Amplitude Excitation Amplitude Excitation Amplitude
3x3 6.7169 6.7098 8.6594 41.1 41.2 9.6 -19.1 -19.5 -11.31
5x5 8.930 9.0191 12.7578 24.4 24.4 8.2 -19.5 -18.73 -13.81
Table 4.3: Statistical Comparison for planar antenna array
In this case Relative distance optimization is failed for SLL reduction but it
is improving directivity and HPBW compare to all. In this case maximum
directivity achieved is 12.75 and HPBW is 8.20.
4.5 Design Experiment 3: Triangular Prism Antenna Array
4.5.1 Amplitude Excitation optimization
As earlier discus array factor of TPA is depend on various parameters. Ampli-
tude excitation is also one parameter by varying optimization can be done.For
amplitude excitation optimization all other parameter are constants.Spacing
between two adjacent antenna elements is fixed i.e.λ/2.
Simulation.I
Simulation is done for 12 antenna elements. Here each plane having 4(2x2)elements.
Optimization tools is flower pollination algorithms.
Simulation I is done for 12 antenna elements. Fig.4.11a shows radiation
plot for considered elements. Each plane having 4 (2x2) antenna elements.
Here simulation is done using FPA tools. Figure shows SLL −17.84 and cor-
responding HPBW is too high is 40.50.Fig. 4.11b shows polar plot for same
number of antenna elements. Further iterative function shows algorithms
performance in Fig.4.11c. The function final value goes upto 0.8 for defined
iteration. Calculated directivity for 12 antenna elements is 6.80dB.
Simulation.II
Simulation is done for 27 antenna elements. Here each plane having 9(3x3)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.
Simulation II is done for 27 antenna elements. Fig.4.12a shows radiation
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Figure 4.11: Simulation result of TPA for (12 (2x2)element) Amp Excitation
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Figure 4.12: Simulation result of TPA for (27 (3x3)element) Amp Excitation
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plot for considered elements . Each plane having 9 (3x3) antenna elements.
Figure shows SLL −18.57 and corresponding HPBW is too high is 32.90.Fig.
4.12b shows polar plot for same number of antenna elements. Further itera-
tive function shows algorithms performance in Fig.4.12c. The function final
value goes upto 0.75 for defined iteration. Calculated directivity for 27 an-
tenna elements is 7.86dB.
Simulation.III
Simulation is done for 75 antenna elements. Here each plane having 25(5x5)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.
Simulation III is done for 75 antenna elements. Fig.4.8b shows radiation
plot for considered elements . Each plane having 25 (5x5) antenna elements.
Figure shows SLL −19.75 and corresponding HPBW is too high is 19.90.Fig.
4.13b shows polar plot for same number of antenna elements. Further iter-
ative function shows algorithms performance in Fig.4.13c. Calculated direc-
tivity for 75 antenna elements is 9.83dB.
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Figure 4.13: Simulation result of TPA for (75 (5x5)element) Amp Excitation
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4.5.2 Complex Amplitude Excitation optimization
Complex amplitude excitation have its amplitude and phase. So it can be
written as complex form i.e.
J = Jreal + iJimaginary
In this case complex excitation J is optimized by FPA, keeping other param-
eters fixed.
Simulation.I
Simulation is done for 12 antenna elements. Here each plane having 4(2x2)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.
Simulation I is done for 12 antenna elements using complex amplitude exci-
tation optimization. Fig.4.14a shows radiation plot for considered elements.
Each plane having 4 (2x2) antenna elements. This simulation is done using
FPA tools. Figure shows SLL −18.72 and corresponding HPBW is too high
is 400.Fig. 4.14b shows polar plot for same number of antenna elements.
Further iterative function shows algorithms performance in Fig.4.14c. The
function final value goes upto 0.72 for defined iteration. Calculated directiv-
ity for 12 antenna elements is 6.94dB.
Simulation.II
Simulation is done for 27 antenna elements. Here each plane having 9(3x3)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.
Simulation II is done for 27 antenna elements. Fig.4.15a shows radiation plot
for considered elements . Each plane having 9 (3x3) antenna elements. Figure
shows SLL −17.91 and corresponding HPBW is too high is 31.40.Fig. 4.15b
shows polar plot for same number of antenna elements. Further iterative
function shows algorithms performance in Fig.4.16c. Calculated directivity
for 27 antenna elements is 7.75dB.
Simulation.III
Simulation is done for 75 antenna elements. Here each plane having 25(5x5)elements.
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Figure 4.14: Simulation result of TPA for (12 (2x2)element) Complex Excitation
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Figure 4.15: Simulation result of TPA for (27 (3x3)element) Complex Excitation
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Optimization is done by FPA.
Simulation III is done for 75 antenna elements. Fig.4.16a shows radiation
plot for considered elements . Each plane having 25 (5x5) antenna elements.
Figure shows SLL −14.3 and corresponding HPBW is 19.50which is closed to
desired .Fig. 4.16b shows polar plot for same number of antenna elements.
Further iterative function shows algorithms performance in Fig.4.16c. Cal-
culated directivity for 75 antenna elements is 9.93dB.
4.5.3 Relative Distance Optimization
Optimization can be done varying relative spacing between two antenna el-
ements.In TPA relative distance can be optimized in two direction either
horizontally or vertically. It can be optimized in both direction also. The
advantage of relative distance optimization is to reduce the antenna array
size. If the total array size is fixed than varying relative space desired goal
can be achieved. To achieved desired goal maximum spacing limit is λ/2. So
it cannot be exceed the limit.
Simulation.I
Simulation is done for 12 antenna elements. Here each plane having 4(2x2)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.
Simulation I is done for 12 antenna elements using relative distance opti-
mization. Fig.4.17a shows radiation plot for considered elements. Each plane
having 4 (2x2) antenna elements. The simulation is done using FPA tools.
Figure shows SLL −10.5dB and corresponding HPBW is closed to desired
i.e. 13.10. Fig. 4.17b shows polar plot for same number of antenna elements.
Further iterative function shows algorithms performance in Fig.4.17c. The
function final value goes upto 0.54 for defined iteration. Calculated directiv-
ity for 12 antenna elements is 10.88dB.
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Figure 4.16: Simulation result of TPA for (75 (5x5)element) Complex Excitation
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Figure 4.17: Simulation result of TPA for (12 (2x2)element) Relative Distance
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Simulation.II
Simulation is done for 27 antenna elements. Here each plane having 9(3x3)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.
Simulation II is done for 27 antenna elements. Fig.4.18a shows radiation
plot for considered elements . Each plane having 9 (3x3) antenna elements.
Figure shows SLL −12.67 and corresponding HPBW is tends to desired i.e.
15.10.Fig. 4.18b shows polar plot for same number of antenna elements. Fur-
ther iterative function shows algorithms performance in Fig.4.18c. Calculated
directivity for 27 antenna elements is 10.76dB.
Simulation.III
Simulation is done for 75 antenna elements. Here each plane having 25(5x5)elements.
Optimization is done by FPA.
Simulation III is done for 75 antenna elements. Fig.4.19a shows radiation
plot for considered elements . Each plane having 25 (5x5) antenna elements.
Figure shows SLL −13.6 and corresponding HPBW is 6.20which is approx
same as to desired .Fig. 4.19b shows polar plot for same number of an-
tenna elements. Further iterative function shows algorithms performance in
Fig.4.19c. Calculated directivity for 75 antenna elements is 13.68dB.
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Figure 4.18: Simulation result of TPA for (27 (3x3)element) Relative Distance
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Figure 4.19: Simulation result of TPA for (75 (3x3)element) Relative Distance
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4.5.4 Comparative and Statistical Result
Comparison I
In this section Comparison I in Fig.4.20 shows comparative radiation pattern
of TPA using all the controlling antenna parameter amplitude excitation ,
complex amplitude excitation and relative distance optimization for 12 (2x2)
radiating elements. Fig.4.20 contain comparative radiation pattern, polar
and cost function. Further Fig. 4.20a shows comparative radiation pattern
for 12 antenna elements. Fig portrait that complex amplitude excitation
optimization is better working for SLL reduction but relative distance op-
timization is working for better HPBW and directivity . But for 2x2 case
relative distance not success for SLL reduction. For more convenience and
for better visualisation polar polt is show in Fig 4.20b. Further Fig. 4.20c
also indicating same thing that for 12 number of antenna elements relative
distance optimization is better performing.
Comparison II
In this section Comparison II in Fig.4.21 shows same comparison as ear-
lier done for 2x2. Fig.4.21 contain comparative radiation pattern, polar and
cost function. Here Fig. 4.21a shows comparative radiation pattern for 27
antenna elements. Here Figure show that Amplitude excitation optimization
showing more SLL compare to all optimization. Here again complex ampli-
tude optimization showing that it is working for better SLL reduction.Fig.
4.21b showing more fare pattern to analysis that using 27 antenna elements
giving better HPBW. Further Fig. 4.21c also indicating that for 27 number of
antenna elements, relative distance optimization is better performing among
all parameter optimization.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison I result for 12 (2x2) antenna elements
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Figure 4.21: Comparison II result for 27 (3x3) antenna elements
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Figure 4.22: Comparison III result for 75 (5x5) antenna elements
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Comparison III
In this section Comparison III, Fig.4.22 shows same comparison as earlier
done for 2x2 and 3x3. Fig.4.22 contain comparative radiation pattern, polar
and cost function. Here Fig. 4.22a shows comparative radiation pattern for
75 antenna elements. Here Figure show that relative distance optimization
showing more SLL compare to all optimization. Here amplitude optimiza-
tion showing that it is working for better SLL reduction.Fig. 4.22b showing
more clear pattern to analysis that using 75 antenna elements giving better
HPBW. Further Fig. 4.21c also indicating same thing that for 75 number of
antenna elements relative distance optimization is better performing among
all parameter optimization using Flower pollination method.
Overall it can be conclude that relative distance optimization for 75 antenna
elements giving better pattern among all in constraint of HPBW and direc-
tivity. But according to application of less SLL complex amplitude excitation
is better performing.
Table. 4.4 giving statistical results of all simulation. Which is showing that
El DIR HPBW SIDE LOBE
em (DB) (DEGREE) LEVEL
ents (DB)
In each Amplitude Complex Distance Amplitude Complex Distance Amplitude Complex Distance
plane Excitation Amplitude Excitation Amplitude Excitation Amplitude
2x2 6.8011 6.9493 10.8849 40.5 40 13.1 -17.84 -18.72 -10.5
3x3 7.8669 7.7563 10.7606 32.9 31.4 15.1 -18.57 -17.91 -12.67
5x5 9.8302 9.9399 13.684 19.9 19.5 6.2 -19.95 -14.3 -13.6
Table 4.4: Comparison of statistical results for TPA
using 75 antenna elements and varying parameter, relative distance maxi-
mum directivity 13.684dB and HPBW 6.20 is achieved. Achieved HPBW
is almost closed to aim desired. Further next constraint SLL is Amplitude
excitation optimization i.e. −19.95dB.
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4.6 Validation of FPA
The validation of FPA is done with the published paper of Khodier[16] for
the fitness function i.e. discussed bellow.In this section comparison is done
for optimization in amplitude In. Distance between two adjacent antenna
element is λ/2.
The objective function that is used to compare PSO [16].
fitness = min(max{20log|AF (φ)|}) (4.3)
subject to φε{ [00760] and [10401800] } Main beam angle are specified as
[7601040] and except this all are side lobe level.
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Figure 4.23: Radiation pattern of 16 elements optimized with FPA , compared with PSO
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Figure 4.24: Normalized amplitude distribution with FPA compared with PSO
Excitation SLL(dB)
| In |(Khodier) 1.0000, 0.9521, 0.8605, 0.7372, -30.7
0.5940, 0.4465, 0.3079, 0.2724
| In |(FPA) 1.0000 0.9252 0.7945 0.6283 -44.18
0.4487 0.2858 0.1581 0.07615
Table 4.5: 2N = 16 elements optimized using FPA compared with khodier(PSO)
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Figure 4.25: Radiation pattern of 24 elements optimized with FPA ,compared with PSO
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Figure 4.26: Normalized amplitude distributionwith FPA compared with PSO
Excitation SLL(dB)
| In | 1.000,0.971,0.9226,0.8591,0.7812,0.6807
(Khodier) 0.5751,0.4768,0.3793,0.2878,0.2020,0.2167 -34.5
| In | 1.0000,0.9650,0.8976,0.8133,0.7053,0.5776
(FPA) 0.4506,0.3302,0.2289,0.1357,0.0775,0.0316 -36.19
Table 4.6: 2N = 24 elements optimized using FPA, compared with khodier(PSO)
From Fig.4.24 4.23 4.26 4.25, the maximum SLL for 2N = 16 is −44.18dB
using FPA while maximum SLL of PSO is −30.7 dB.So the proposed opti-
mization technique has less SLL than PSO for 16 element. And normalized
excitation of FPA is less than PSO. For 2N = 24 which have same spac-
ing the maximum SLL with PSO is -34.5 dB while proposed optimization
having maximum SLL -36.19 dB. while mean SLL is 50 dB and normalized
amplitude excitation is also better than PSO[16].
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4.7 CST validation of TPA
4.7.1 CST Studio
CST(Computer Simulation Technology) Microwave Studio is simulation soft-
ware which is use for electromagnetic simulation. CST is a user friendly
which is providing interface with simulation performance.[14]
CST Microwave Studio is part of CST Studio Suite.
4.7.2 What is CST Microwave Studio?
CST Microwave Studio is such type of software which is used for analysis
and design a system at high frequency range. This software is giving good
pictorial view of simulation results. It is use for simplify the process for
design a structure by giving useful graphical solid modelling front and which
is based on ACIS modelling kernel. After completion model, a fully automatic
meshing procedure is applied before a simulation is started. A key feature of
CST Microwave studio is Method on Demand approach which provides the
option to simulate or mesh type that is best suited to particular problem.
CST Microwave Studio Key Basic Features
The following list gives you an overview of main feature of CST Microwave
Studio.
1. CST Microwave Studio can be simulate on Windows XP, Windows Vista
, Windows 7 and Linux.
2. It is good efficient and finite integration technique.
3. Extremely good performance due to Perfect Boundary Approximation
(PBA). Feature to solve for solver using hexahedral grid. The transient and
eigenmode solver also support the Thin Sheet Technique (TST).
4. The model can be view in 3-D or in as a schematic. The simulation result
can be viewed in 2-D, 3-D view. View o f simulation result can analyse in in
polar or rectangular plot.
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4.7.3 TPA Antenna Using Patch Antenna Array
Patch dipole
For experimental set-up discussion using patch dipole antenna which is work-
ing on frequency 2.4 GHz[15]. In this section printed patch dipole architecture
is discussed. The patch dipole having two essential parameter. The one of
the important parameter is related to bend on micro strip line that feeds
the dipole and another one is dipole gape. The based on both parameter
reflection coefficient and radiation pattern of patch has been observed which
is showing that return loss and radiation pattern is affected by variation in
dipole gap. But the parameter bend is affecting the return loss.
It is also observed that right angle micro strip line and other two right angles
at the dipole’s gap. It is known that the presence of right angles in conduc-
tors because discontinuities that leads to degradation in circuit performance.
Microwave theory suggest that due to angle parasitic reactance is happen
that can be a cause of lead to phase and amplitude errors. The patch dipole
is working on 2.4 GHz frequency.
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Figure 4.27: Patch dipole
W/h > 1 (4.4)
W =
1
2fr
√
µ0ǫ0
∗
√
2
εr + 1
(4.5)
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Parameter Value in mm
length of strips h1 = 6
h2 = 3
h3 = 32
h4 = 16
width of strips w1 = 20.8
w2 = 3
w3 = 5
w4 = 17
radius of circle r = 0.375
micro-strip bend b ( 0− 3)
Spacing between arms s1=1
s2=3
Table 4.7: Patch dipole antenna measurements
εerff =
εr + 1
2
+
εr − 1
2
[1 + 12
h
W
]
−1
2 (4.6)
∆L =
0.412(εerff + 0.3)(
W
h
+ 0.264)
(εerff − 0.258)(Wh + 0.8)
(4.7)
L =
λ
2
− 2δL (4.8)
λ =
1
fr 1
√
εerffµ0ǫ0
(4.9)
Le = L+ 2δL (4.10)
Parameters of patch is discussed below.
Implementation in CST
For designing of Triangular prism antenna array there should be know the
dimensions of Triangular shape. For CST simulation of TPA the first step
to make the substrate. The used substrate should not be a conducting ma-
terial because if conductor surface is used then there would we short circuit
between two antennas. The substrate thickness should not be more because
there would be losses due to more thickness.
The construction of TPA for 12 (2x2) antenna elements is done using patch
dipole. The antenna elements are placed in such manner that each plane
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consisting 4 element. Each antenna having λ/2 distance with its adjacent
antenna elements. Triangular shape containing three side so no of element
would we 12 only.
λ = c
f
λ = 3∗10
8
2.4∗109 =0.125 m
Width of one plane = 2*width of patch(in mm)+2*Distance between two
element(in mm)
=2*44.6+2* λ/2
=214.2 mm
Height of one plane =2* Height of patch (in mm)+2*Distance between two
element (in mm)
=2*37+2* λ/2
=199 mm
Using these parameter TPA for 12 (2x2) is design in CST- studio. Fig.4.28
showing geometric view of prism in CST-studio.
Fig.4.29 show 3-D view of radiation pattern for 12 antenna elements.
Figure 4.28: Geometric view of Pirsm in CST-studio.
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Figure 4.29: Far-field radiation pattern for TPA
Compression between CST patch and Matlab Simulation
Fig. 4.30 is showing rectangular radiation pattern.Fig. 4.30a and 4.30b is
(a) Rectangular Plot using CST studio
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(b) Rectangular Plot using Matlab simulation
Figure 4.30: Radiation pattern using CST and MATLAB tools
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showing CST radiation pattern and MATLAB radiation pattern respectively
for 12(2x2) antenna elements. Here Figure is showing that radiation pattern
by CST and MATLAB both are showing almost equal pattern. MATLAB
radiation patten is simulate using patch dipole equation.
(a) Rectangular Plot using CST studio
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(b) Rectangular Plot using Matlab simulation
Figure 4.31: Polar plot using CST and MATLAB tools
Fig. 4.31 showing polar plot for 12 (2x2) antenna elements.Fig. 4.31a and
4.31b is showing CST radiation pattern and MATLAB radiation pattern re-
spectively.Figure is showing that CST simulation having more SLL compare
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to MATLAB simulation.
S-parameter
Fig. 4.32 showing S-parameter which is showing CST simulation is work-
(a) S(1,1) parameter using CST studio
(b) S parameter using CST studio
Figure 4.32: S-Parameter using CST studio
ing at 2.4 GHz.Fig.4.32a is showing S-parameter for antenna elements num-
ber ’1’.The notch is showing at 2.4 GHz hence it is proving that simulation
is working on 2.4 GHz. Further Fig. 4.32b is showing whole system S-
parameter.
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4.8 Application
The TPA is radiating unique radiation pattern. The optimized radiation
pattern having two main lobe in opposite direction. Fig.4.33 showing pencil
beam at 00 and 1800. Two main beam in opposite direction can used to
trace two object at instant at high frequency. In RADAR it can be used to
navigate two craft at instant. RADAR navigation is an important application
for TPA.
Figure 4.33: Application
Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis Triangular Prism Antenna array is synthesize. Using desired
pattern, array factor of TPA is simulated with Flower pollination algorithm.
Desired pattern having pencil beam HPBW and low Side lobe level.Optimization
is done using FPA. Where varying controlling parameter relative distance,
desired pattern is achieved.
5.1.1 Conclusion
• In this thesis to get the pencil beam forming in desired direction using
Triangular Prism Antenna Array is used. To get the desired pattern,
evolutionary tools is used i.e. Flower pollination algorithm.
• Using FPA performance of TPA is giving performance closed to desired.
• Using different number of antenna elements and varying parameter, TPA
is showing result closed to desired.
• The FPA is validate with the existing Algorithm.[16]
• Using dipole patch at 2.4 GHz, MATLAB based coded result is compared
with commercial software (Computer simulation Technology) result.
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5.1.2 Limitations
• Through out the work the mutual coupling between the antenna array
elements is neglected. So practical situation can not be considered.
• All calculation is done for far-field.
• Complexity is more in TPA rather than PAA and LAA.
5.1.3 Future Scope
• Calculation can be done including mutual coupling.
• TPA is newly introduce array that can be used for different objectives.
• FPA is validate algorithm so it can be used in various conformal shape.
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